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AYC Sweeps Catalina Contests
Mike Grijalva Leads AYC to the First Horseshoe Victory in 13 Years of Shoe Tossing

O

Words and pictures by Joe Motil, Vice Commodore
n to the Isthmus, to take up the challenge of the mighty SMWYC versus AYC competition. After taking the long way to the
finish line in the speedy Marina del Rey to San Diego race, I
was ready for some beach time.

The battle lines were drawn with horseshoes, volley ball and the Commodores’ challenge in the annual We Lost More Events Than You Did contest with our hosts, the Santa Monica Windjammers Yacht Club.
Wow, was I impressed with Mike Grijalva, who got it dialed in and threw
four ringers in a row. He and Jason Linde were our first-string team, winning the first round 21-5. Our second-string team lost on the last throw,
21-19. The play-off had AYC winning 21-7, the first time in 13 years that
AYC has won the horseshoes competition!
Next was to be volleyball but they looked at me and a couple of other
tall people and thought that maybe they would try the Commodores’
Challenge first. I was the standin Commodore for AYC and Paul DeLuca is
the Commodore for SMWYC. The weapon of choice for this duel of titans
was the kayak. The course: a beach start, right turn, around the far end
of the dock, and then return under the dock to cross a line demarcated
by a palm tree and moored boat. I immediately turned and discovered
he couldn’t turn well. We bumped and banged and paddled until I sprang
loose into the lead. I paddled as hard as I could and smoked him! After we
caught our breath and endured interminable heckling, it was agreed that
we would switch kayaks and race again, taking the course the opposite
direction. More smoke!

Mike Grijalva heaves, err, hurls, err... throws one of his winning,
ringer horseshoes to lead the AYC team to victory.

They conceded volleyball to us because of our height at the net and
with the kayak race and the horseshoes win, we were up for a 3-0 final
score. AYC had relinquished its vise-like grip on the loser’s trophy.

Upcoming:
1&2 Kinnikinick Kampout
2 Heat Stroke #8
4 BOD Meeting
6 Full Moon
9 Heat Stroke #9
11 Membership Meeting
16 Heat Stroke #10
23 Heat Stroke #11
30 TTL Fall Race & RC Training #1
The crowded dinghy parking lot at the Isthmus.
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Rob Gibbs and Patrick Edwards set detailed
plan to win the “B” Fleet at the Bucc Nationals
How Rob and Patrick blitzed the “B” group at the San Diego Mission Bay
Buccaneer Nationals, the regatta organized by Emory Heisler, presented at
the end of June by Arizona Yacht Club and Mission Bay Yacht Club

A

By Rob Gibbs
bout two years ago it was announced that the 2009 Buccaneer
North American Championship (BNAC) was to be held in the
Western Region and that Mission Bay Yacht Club had agreed to
be the host.
Since other BNAC locations were (at least in my opinion) out of reach (Lake Harwell, SC, Chicago, IL, & Toronto,
Canada) I saw this as an opportunity to finally go to a BNAC
and have some fun.
I talked with veteran BNAC competitors Tony Chapman,
Emory Heisler and Dave Rawstrom to get a feel for the
event and they all recommended that, as this is my first
event, I participate in the B Fleet. So, taking their advice,
(and why wouldn’t I, they are all past B Fleet Champs!) I set
a goal for myself of winning the B Fleet.
So now what? Goal setting is an important part of going into a major regatta, and the goal doesn’t always have
to be “win,” but now that I set the bar, how was I going to
achieve it? First thing was to select crew. I needed someone familiar with the Bucc, but more importantly, someone
who was going to share my ambition to win.
I sailed with Patrick Edwards for a few club races, both on his boat
and on my boat, and we figured out that we worked well together and,
equally important, were able to tolerate each other for longer than four
hours. We agreed to work towards our now shared goal of winning. We
committed to doing preparatory regattas—SCYA Midwinters, Mission Bay,
National Offshore One Design Regatta, SD, & Mission Bay One Design—as
well as sailing together locally for practice.
We were fortunate to have some of the best sailors in our fleet to race
against and beat up on us to make us better – thanks Tony, Emory, Dave,
Dennis and Steve! We got proficient at tacking as a team (although I still
think I’m a bit ham-fisted) and at jibing. Jibing was a bigger challenge
that went through several different iterations. We sailed with other Bucc
sailors more accomplished than ourselves, like Tony and Emory, to get
tips and advice on tactics, trim, and other techniques to make the boat
go as fast as possible and about what makes a good relationship between
skipper and crew.
We also spent a good deal of time working on the boat. Cassiopeia
(Bucc 5220) has a great history, first being owned by Dave Spira, five-time
BNAC Champion, and then Diane McDaniel (yes, Wade sailed it, but it
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was her boat!) so we had a good start, but making sure that everything
was set up the way it worked best for us was important. We also worked
very hard on rig tuning and knowing what settings worked best in what
wind conditions and making sure that on race day, everything was in tip
top shape and nothing was going to fail on the water. Oh, and getting
there is important to, so I made sure the trailer was ready for the road!
About a month prior to the race I began to formulate a strategy based
on sailing Mission Bay and talking to others about the competition in the
B Fleet. Our strategy was simple: 1) get a good start, 2) sail in the most
wind on the lifted tack and 3) try to stay to the center of the course.
That sounds simple enough and should be intuitive, but by having this
discussion and agreeing on it together in advance helped us think that
way during races and kept us from taking a long flyer out to one side or
trying to port-tack the fleet at the start. On-the-water tactics were also
pretty straightforward with the most important one being know who we
need to stay in front of and—once we got there— stay on top of them
with loose cover.
All that preparation helped us be more focused once race day came.
We were up about 6:30 every morning, had breakfast, stopped by the
local grocery and got sandwiches for lunch on the way to the Yacht Club.
We were in the parking lot about 8:00 and we were on the water about
8:45 making sure that everything was prepared and ready to go. We were
back on the club dock by about 9:30 which gave us plenty of time for a
Rob Gibbs (left) and Patrick Edwards get a solid “A’ for their “B” fleet sailing. Photo: Chrisann Tortora
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quick run to West Marine or Home Depot for last minute necessities (like
the morning I dropped my sunglasses into the bay at the launch). We ate
lunch and were headed to the race area at 11:00 for a 12:00 start. This
gave us plenty of time to sail around and get a feel for the course, find the
first shift on both the left and right side of the course and warm up with
some tacking and jibing drills and get our “sea legs.”
During the races we communicated well. Patrick would call out traffic and remind me about my driving and I would remind him about his
trim and hiking in or out to balance the boat. The first race was our only
malfunction (a spinnaker retrieval line that snapped at the knot) and our
worst finish (a 6 that would be thrown out).
The next three races went much better— 1-1-1. Despite the scores,
the competition was intense and any misstep would have been met with
lost positions on the race course, but because we were well oiled as a
team. Every time the competition stepped it up, we were able to as well.
For example, on the second day we were beaten downwind more than
once (scores: 1-3-2-1) so I talked with Tony, who gave me some really
good tactical advice about downwind compass use. We weren’t beaten
downwind on day 3 at all (scores: 1-1-1-1). THANKS TONY!
In the end, we won 12 out of 16 races, some by boat-lengths but many
by feet and inches. I cannot say enough about the competitors in the B
Fleet—raising the bar every day, pushing all of us to be better, faster sailors. But at the end of the day, Cassiopeia and her Skipper and Crew were
BANISHED to the A Fleet as punishment for victory!
Thanks to Emory Heisler and the Regatta Committee for a great event,
Chrisann Tortora for absolutely fabulous photography of the event (www.
bnac2009.com), and the Mission Bay Yacht Club for hosting and putting
on one of the best Race Committees we have ever had!

How the Pirates Won the West

F

or the second year in a row, Denver’s Dave Spira and AYC’s
Dennis Martinelli won the “A” fleet in this Buccaneer Nationals Regatta. (Dennis knows which boat to ride, since Dave’s won
the national championship a bazillion times.) Dave remembers his
first Buccaneer Nationals in 1996 in Nyack, NY, then home of that
famous sailor David Rawstrom.
“As we entered the new millennium,” Dave Spiira writes, “who
knew that the move to Arizona by a young Bucc sailor from Nyack,
NY would change the face of the Bucc world? David Rawstrom,
moved to Arizona with Red Fish Blue Fish, found Pat Blumm and his
Chrysler-era Bucc, and they gave rise to to what is now the largest
fleet of Buccs IN THE WORLD (25 or so Buccs in AZ these days)!
“Dave and Pat invited Bucc sailors to join in the AYC Birthday
Regatta fun, and they did. They came from NM, CO, ID, NY, IL, NJ,
VT, AL, WA, CA, VA…from everywhere!”
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My introduction to the boat was much more indirect. On the first
morning of my family’s Boston vacation in June, I spotted her from
the deck of my cousin’s condo in the Boston Naval Yard. A classic
sailboat motoring by during what turned out to be the few fleeting
moments of sunshine during our otherwise rain-sodden visit. I could
read the name from pictures I took of her: Tupelo Honey. A sign for
Tupelo Honey tours on the guard shack at the next pier provided the
contact information I needed to get onboard.
Tupelo Honey is a
replica 31-foot Friendship Sloop, a design that
originated in Friendship, Maine, around
1880 as a fishing boat.
Tupelo Honey’s deep
blue hull is fiberglass,
but it has exquisitelyCaptain Bon Benoit and Prescott
maintained
wooden
spars. According to Captain Don, the mast is a tree trunk taken from
the Essex River. The boom for the mainsail extends beyond the transom while the tacks for the jib and staysail are well forward on the
bowsprit. The hull and sail shapes produce an elegant silhouette that
suggests a much longer boat. (Tupelo Honey is measured in the 1880
way; 31 feet is the length at waterline and excludes the huge overhangs.)
On Wednesday, June 24, I went out with Captain Don and Prescott
aboard Tupelo Honey for a cruise that added to my sailing vocabulary. Two halyards raise the throat and the peak of the gaff-rigged
mainsail. The halyards are made fast to belaying pins and Prescott
moved forward on the bobstay
and bowsprit shroud to remove
the jib sail ties.
The Inner Harbor was an impressionistic canvas with fog and
rain blurring the lines and muting the colors. With the sails up,
Tupelo Honey headed southwest
on port tack, built speed, and
Chris at the wheel.
settled in at 6+ knots. We glided past the eerily-quiet downtown and toward the cargo cranes in
South Boston. Rain fell. Wind blew. Captain Don turned the wheel
over to me.
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Time Travel:
Tupelo Honey

I

Words and Photos by Chris Smith
found out what I was in for the minute I met Tupelo Honey’s Captain Don Benoit. “I need a dollar bill,” he said. As he took the bill
in one hand and shook mine with the other, I got the punch line:
“Congratulations, you’re my first paying customer.” He called to
his crew Prescott to put the bill aside for framing.

Even though a wheel is supposed to make it “like driving a car,” I had
to overcome my tendency to treat the wheel like a tiller and turn the
wheel to port when I wanted to fall off to starboard and vice versa. After
mentioning this to Captain Don (who otherwise might have wondered
if I had ever driven a car), I held Tupelo Honey on course and started to
get a feel for the boat. A Coast Guard boat passed astern, a lobster boat
checked a trap, and the full-keel Tupelo Honey sailed on with an easy motion through the chop and gusts.
On the return leg, Castle Island, the home of Fort Independence, became a spectral
presence. A church spire materialized in downtown Boston
out of the fog. The towers and
cables of the Zakim Bridge—
a product of the Big Dig—appeared incongruously futuristic
over the Charles River.
To the eyes of a desert dweller, the low clouds shrouded Boston in an almost magical fog that
made everything more immediate. The cruise on Tupelo Honey
was a perfect counterpoint to
the sun-drenched sailing we
take for granted in Arizona. The
rain created a sense of solitude
that otherwise would have been
impossible on a sunny day in the
busy commercial harbor of a
major East Coast city.

Tupelo Honey has the sleek lines of a classic Friendship Sloop.

Sailing Tupelo Honey was, well, sweet. It provided a much-needed sailing fix during a non-sailing family vacation and was a great way to see the
harbor, the city, and a new charter business taking its first steps toward
what I hope will be a long and successful run. There are plenty of tour
boats ferrying customers around the harbor. There is only one Tupelo
Honey.
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Big Waves, Big Wind = Big Fun
Rick Johnson narrates a race off the California shore

I

By Rick Johnson
was excited when Ricky Gilchrist called in May, inviting me to race
with Mike Grijalva on his 41-footer, a C&C Newport called Shockwave. The race was a Los Angeles Yacht Club Whitney Times Bogart
series race from Santa Barbara around San Nicolas Island and to San
Pedro.

My head told me, “No Rick,
you can’t go.” Money, unfinished
business. But I couldn’t turn Ricky
and Mike down, so I called the airlines, booked the flights, and asked
a friend to watch the dogs. I’m
there.
The big thing was the course,
around San Nicolas, which is some
60 miles west of Catalina, almost
even with Pt. Conception. I thought
it might be out there in the big sea.
The wind, the sea. Big. And it was.
Mike gave me the privilege of
(From left) Rick Johnson, Mike and Jo Grijalva on steadier barstool perches at Catalina. Rick tagged along with
the start and I sailed most of the Mike’s Shockwave crew on a race from Santa Barbara to San Pedro. Photo: Joe Motil
way to the split between Santa
Rosa and Santa Cruz. We started in 4 knots of breeze which slowly built
to 20 knots by the time we go to the Channel Islands.
Then it started. “Hey Ricky, we’re overpowered.”
Mike’s 41-footer is big and heavy, so it loaded up and plowed through
the sea. We had the full upwind sail complement, full new main with 155
genoa. Craig Quist and Pat Blumm were along for the pointy-end so they
were first dispatched for a reef in the main.
“Ricky, we’re still over powered.”
Craig and Pat went up for the headsail change. Craig put on his autoinflate vest, which inflated at the first wave and Craig got soaked as well.
There was no blade on the boat so we sailed with a 135 and reefed main
for the next five or six hours until we got in the lee of Santa Rosa. By then
the wind and seas were on our quarter and we could have set a chute,
but this boat’s not a planer and Mike didn’t have a one-ounce chicken
chute. More power would have just loaded the boat up more, which we
didn’t need.
Craig and Mike were on shift after dark and before midnight they got
pooped twice, waves filling the cockpit. The waves, rollers, of course,
came in sets and had their way with the boat. Ricky’s buddy Dave from
California (Sea Dream owner) had software to for his Garmin to record
the entire race and it reported Craig made 18 knots at one point.
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It was about 10 pm when we made the turning point, Begg Rock, a rock
just three miles north of San Nicolas where the Navy said they’d shoot
us if we got too close. I’m down below in the berth under the bow when
they choose, after great discussion, not to jibe but do a chicken jibe—a
tack to change course and round the rock. All the gear down below—all
our bags, the 155, provisions everything—flies from a steep pitch on starboard to a steep port.
Santa Barbara Island was dead on our course
20 miles east, halfway to the west end, and we
past the close, dark hump around one or two.

I think you’re supposed
to be scared. Sailing has
always scared me, and
that’s why I keep doing it.

I drove some later on the reach to the Santa
Barbara and again to the west end. I didn’t want
to get my glasses out because last time in these
conditions they just got covered in spray and
didn’t help. So I couldn’t see the instruments and
sailed for the light from LA, a big glow on the eastern horizon. The boat wagged back and forth and I’d bring it back to the
light on every swing.
We had seasick crew and everything would take more time as you’re
being bashed around the cabin and deck, wet and cold. Even resting
down below you’d have to support yourself with a leg out to keep from
being thrown across the cabin in a big roller.
Earlier we’d talked about fear. I immediately said I was scared. I said
I think you are supposed to be scared—it’s healthy to be. Sailing has always scared me, and that’s why I keep doing it.

Sometimes I think, what am I doing here, doing this? But I know why:
the thrill, the feeling of accomplishment.
The wind had died before I got up after sun-up. The crew was happy
as we ran the final 20 miles to the finish. Once we made Point Fermin the
wind came to our stern and we sailed the chute to the finish in 6-8 knots
of wind.
In fact, we had made the trip so fast that we were a day early, but we
rebooked our flights, cleaned the boat, dried the sleeping bags, and talked a guy at the marina into hauling six of us to the airport in his Taurus—a
crazy, fun crew with more stories to tell.
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Fall Sailing Classes Begin Soon
By Steve Zambroski
The fall schedule of classes for the Arizona Sailing Foundation is going
up on the Web site (it may be there when you read this), with a full range
of sailing education for kids and adults. It kicks off with the Introduction
to Sailboat Racing class August 29 and September 13.
The board this year will consist of Steve Zambroski (President), John
Mayall (Vice President), Kristi Wujek (Treasurer), Peter Lofquist (Secretary), and Directors Pat Blumm, Greg Dean, and John Ridell.
The board would like to thank Maryellen Ferring for her past service as
President. Maryellen’s passion and leadership will be greatly missed.
The Junior program will be lead by Natalie Harper and Peter Rummel.
Both Natalie and Peter have great talents in teaching youth sailing. If you
have any questions or ideas for ASF, please contact me.

Crew Wanted
Must be: Low-down, dirty rotten scoundrel, good for nut’n, swarthy,
available Sundays for TTL Fall Series, interested in dingy sailing but
experience not required, ready to rip a good Arrrrr off at a moment’s
notice, willing and able to have a lot of fun, and most importantly, be a
Pirate! Contact: David Rawstrom, Buccaneer 5205, 602.616.7820.
For other nasty crewing opportunities, be sure to check the crew list.
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